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As a health-conscious & educated consumer, I am always interested in products that enhance health
and make life more ecologically sustainable. Believing we are all children of the mother earth, I
often passionately inform people about my personal picks and endorsements, hoping to bring
awareness and make a positive impact, one person, one home (in this case) at a time.
I have a doctorate degree (PhD) in Chemical Engineering from Columbia University in the City of
New York. I currently work as a lead information strategist for the Most Admired Company (a
household name of global telecom providers) rated by Fortune magazine. Everything that I do,
whether it’s work or life, I invest my energy researching the principles, the philosophy, and the ROI
(Return on Investment). I also value leveraging existing knowledge and experience, so whatever
learned by one can benefit others.
That is why I would like to share my excitement about an eco-friendly technology I recently
discovered. I believe that it has “beautified” my home in Holmdel, NJ, made it "greener", as it has
improved the water quality by softening it without harmful chemicals. As a result, it minimizes the
negative impacts to me and the environment.
I highly recommend this “Magnetizer” product. Why? Let me share with you from the beginning…
I have been looking for a household water conditioning product, so was excited to find mundi.com.
The website is well designed with detailed information of the technology, products, comparisons to
alternative technologies & systems, and conveniently has an online store, mundistore (https://
mundi.com/Library/mundistore/). On May 5th, 2016 I purchased magnetic water conditioner (RWES), which arrived within three business days.
I watched the instruction video on their website, and had the unit installed in less than ten minutes.
Piece of cake. Then I went for my after-dinner walk, which I do every day to stay healthy and fit.
The fresh air relaxed me, so I wanted a nice warm bath in my Jacuzzi after my walk. At that time, I
did not think about the water softener. Ten minutes later, when I went back to check the water
temperature and level, I was shocked to notice that the water was dirty (reddish brown), with little
sand and small debris at the bottom.
I could not believe what I saw. So I grabbed my phone and took some pictures (as shown). I wanted
to discuss it with the manufacturer the next day. Then I remembered about flushing the tap water, as
per factory’s recommendation of Stabilization Period, stated in the instruction sheet.

It was a bitter sweet feeling. On one hand I was impressed that the product worked so fast and as
advertised. But on the other hand I was disappointed, as I couldn’t take my bath...
Better soft than sorry, I told myself, LOL.
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It works! Quickly, effectively, and more…
Affordable, portable, permanent, maintenance free for life
Saving money (no need for power, less water, less skin & hair care products)
Minimize negative impacts to the environment
Easy to install (no tools, in 10 minutes)
Safer and Energy free (no need for power source, nor sparks, nor burned transistors)
Works for all piping materials (copper, steel, PVC, glass, etc)
Works as advertised (removes scale from plumbing, softens water non-chemically, stabilizes
it's pH, oxygenates it, inhibits bacteria, suppresses Sulfur and more)
Smoother skin, and I need less body cream
Potential benefit (too early to tell): saves water due to lowered surface tension of H2O

CONS
Although works immediately upon installation, it takes time (up to 30 days) to remove all scale
inside the pipes. In a sense, this is inevitable and it is probably safer and better, so I can continue to
use water without sudden interruption.
The manufacturer’s website www.mundi.com.
Please start taking care of you, your family, your community, and this world of ours, for generations
of all livings to sustainable prosperity.
To Health, Beauty, and Sustainability,
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